Our Music “Road Map”  Student’s Name

Answer Sheet #1

Exercise A

1.) From measure #10, I will go back to measure # _______ and when I return to measure #10 the second time, I will go on to measure # _______.

2.) At measure #6, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # ___________.

3.) At measures # 15 & 16, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # ___________.

4.) At measure # 18, I will return to measure # _______. After I repeat, I will end the song at bar # _______.

Exercise B

5.) At measure #26, I will repeat back to measure # _______.

6.) At measures # 23, 24, 25, & 26, I will play the same music as is in measure(s) # _______.

7.) At measure #34, I will repeat back to measure # ___________, and then the second time, I will play up to measure # _______. Then, I will skip over from that measure, and continue playing on at bar # _______.

8.) At measure #36, I will return to measure #_________. From there, after the second time, I will play up to measure # ___________. I will finally jump down to measure # _______ to finish the piece.

Select From the Answers Below:

a.) #3    b.) # 13 & 14    c.) #19    d.) #27    e.) #37    f.) #35

  g.) #26    h.) #32    i.) #11    j.) #10    k.) #10    l.) #5
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Answer Sheet #2

Exercise A

1.) From measure #10, I will go back to measure # ________ and when I return to measure #10 the second time, I will go on to measure # ________.

2.) At measure #6, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # ________.

3.) At measures #15 & 16, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # ________.

4.) At measure #18, I will return to measure # ________. After I repeat, I will end the song at bar # ________.

Exercise B

5.) At measure #26, I will repeat back to measure # ________.

6.) At measures #23, 24, 25, & 26, I will play the same music as is in measure(s) # ________.

7.) At measure #34, I will repeat back to measure # ________, and then the second time, I will play up to measure # ________. Then, I will skip over from that measure, and continue playing on at bar # ________.

8.) At measure #36, I will return to measure # ________. From there, after the second time, I will play up to measure # ________. I will finally jump down to measure # ________ to finish the piece.

Select From the Answers Below:

a.) #13 & 14  
b.) #35  
c.) #22  
d.) #10  
e.) #19  
f.) #27  
g.) #32  
h.) #37  
i.) #5  
j.) #11  
k.) #26  
l.) #3
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Answer Sheet #3

Exercise A

1.) From measure #10, I will go back to measure # _______ and when I return to measure #10 the second time, I will go on to measure # _______.

2.) At measure #6, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # _____________.

3.) At measures # 15 & 16, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # _____________.

4.) At measure # 18, I will return to measure # _______. After I repeat, I will end the song at bar # _________.

Exercise B

5.) At measure #26, I will repeat back to measure # _________.

6.) At measures # 23, 24, 25, & 26, I will play the same music as is in measure(s) # ___________.

7.) At measure #34, I will repeat back to measure # ___________, and then the second time, I will play up to measure # _________. Then, I will skip over from that measure, and continue playing on at bar # _________.

8.) At measure #36, I will return to measure # _________. From there, after the second time, I will play up to measure # _________. I will finally jump down to measure # _________ to finish the piece.

Select From the Answers Below:

a.) #27   b.) # 26   c.) #5   d.) #19   e.) #3   f.) #32

   g.) #13&14  h.) #11  i.) #22  j.) #37  k.) #10  l.) #35
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Answer Sheet #4

Exercise A

1.) From measure #10, I will go back to measure # _______ and when I return to measure #10 the second time, I will go on to measure # _______.

2.) At measure #6, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # ______________.

3.) At measures # 15 & 16, I will play the same music as in measure(s) # ______________.

4.) At measure #18, I will return to measure # _______. After I repeat, I will end the song at bar # ________.

Exercise B

5.) At measure #26, I will repeat back to measure # ________.

6.) At measures #23, 24, 25, & 26, I will play the same music as is in measure(s) # ________.

7.) At measure #34, I will repeat back to measure # ____________, and then the second time, I will play up to measure # __________. Then, I will skip over from that measure, and continue playing on at bar # __________.

8.) At measure #36, I will return to measure # __________. From there, after the second time, I will play up to measure # __________. I will finally jump down to measure # ________ to finish the piece.

Select From the Answers Below:

a.) #37  
b.) # 5  
c.) #26  
d.) #35  
e.) #32  
f.) #11

g.) #19  
h.) #10  
i.) #27  
j.) #3  
k.) #22  
l.) #13 & 14